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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The research work to be describ~d by this dissertation deals with 
the problem of selecting tuning constants for feedback control systems. 
The control systems considered are those that involve a single control-
led variable and a single manipulated variable. The controller consid-
ered is the conventional three mode proportional-integral-derivative 
(PID) controller. The research approach will be to use a digital com-
puter to simulate the performance of a feedback control loop including: 
the process model, sensor, PID controller, and valve. For a particular 
set of tuning constants the response of the control system to a distur-
bance will be evaluated using a figure of merit based on the integral 
criteria known as the "integral of the absolute value of the error 
(IAE). II 
The optimum tuning constants (giving the lowest IAE) are dependent 
upon the parameters of the control loop dynamic model and the distur-
bance dynamic model. Previous workers have dealt with this problem 
using disturbance dynamic models based on simple step changes in set-
point and load variables, and a sequence of random step changes in the 
load variable. The unique feature of this research will be to extend 
the investigation of the effect of the disturbance dynamic model by using 
a first-order model for the disturbance .. 
1 
Similar to the efforts of previous workers this research will deal 
with a generalized process based on the first-order plus dead ti,me 
! 
(FOPDT) mathematical model. For a particular set of conditions optimum 
tuning constants will be found using the control system model as the 
2 
objective function of an optimization program suitable for a multivari-
able search involving a nonlinear function. Controller actions investi-
gated will include both proportional-integral and proportional-integral-
derivative. 
The results of this research will be applicable to practical control 
problems such as heat exchanger control and distillation control. In 
these applications it is known that the controlled variable responds 
_____ ._,_, __ ,_, __ ,.-~-·· ____ , ... -~·~ ---· --- -·-
with different dynamics to changes in the disturbance variable and the 
'c ,,, •• ··-···•- ·~·~ ,__ •• ,_. , .. -.N ••••• -..... •• '"''"" • ••· ·- · • ... •• .... • - ''"'"n -w•'" -~-·- -~·---~---··--·-~~ •. ,. ..... ,,_,,,,,. __ .,_ .. ··-··-· 'T"~""' ,_,,, 
manipulated variable. Control system performance based upon tuning con-
-~--,~,.,.,..,.~··-"'<l' 
' 
stants found by the present research should be superior to tuning con-
stants found by conventional methods that consider only the dynamic 
response of the controlled variable to changes in the manipulated vari-
able. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The development of automatic control instrumentation suitable for 
use in the chemical process industries created an incentive for:engineers 
to examine the dynamic performance of process equipment. Process varia-
bles such as temperature, pressure, flow, and level which had previously 
been controlled manually could now potentially be controlled automatical-
ly by the new technology. A first step in the application of feedback 
control technology is to mathematically model the system to be controlled. 
Efforts to develop process models have proceeded along two lines. One 
approach is to consider the unsteady state material and energy balances 
involved with a particular process. This method supposes that it is 
possible to derive the differential equations, based on fundamental prin-
ciples, that adequately describe the system performance. It is appropri-
ate for simple systems such as blending in a stirred vessel, level con-
trol, etc. An alternative approach has been used for more complex 
processes such as heat exchanger control or distillation control. In 
these systems a fundamental derivation would require complex mathematics 
such as partial differential equations. The alternative approach assumes 
that the physical process to be controlled is available for dynamic 
testing. Tests are performed to examine the dynamic response of a con-
trolled variable to a change in some manipulated variable. The process 
response is then fitted to a less complex model based on ordinary differ-
3 
4 
ential equations. Use of this technique introduces some error due to 
appr6ximation and is generally valid only for small changes in the 
process variable. 
The general process models most often used to fit data from dynamic 
tests include the first order plus dead time model and the second order 
plus dead time model given below in transfer function notation: 
-eds 
FOPDT Gp(s) = 
Kp e 
TS + 1 [1 J 
-eds 
SOPDT Gp(s) = KP e 2 2 T S + 2£:; TS + 1 
[2] 
Procedures to fit experimental data to the above models have been re-
ported by Zoss [20], Anderson [1], Sten [18], and Deshpande and Ash [5]. 
The three mode proportional-integral-derivative controller which 
first gained acceptance after World War II is today still the most fre-
quently applied controller. Mathematical descriptions are given below: o .1 Ll!wiW'f 
time domain V(t) 1 t de ( t) = Kc [e(t) +_~ ! 0 e(t) dt + -r 0 dt J + v5 
Laplace domain V(s) = GC(s) ITs) = Kc[l + - 1- + -r 0sJ TIS 
[3] 
[4] 
Use of the PID controller involves the specification of tuning constants: 1· T 
.~~ I) 
If if; "0 ?~ I Kc - proportional gain, -ri - integral time and -r0 - derivative time. 
·---· ~-----~...-.-··-~---~~·---" 
the derivative time tuning constant is set equal to zero, then the con-
troller reduces to the two mode proportional - integral (PI) controller. 
c5<nvlJ.ovvJ!~-s 
5 
Digital computer simulation is an effective way to determine the 
performance of a control system as it responds to a disturbance .. Luyben 
[9] has given a number of examples of programs that simulate the compo-
nents of a feedback control loop. In his text he describes how the 
Euler integration technique may be used to numerically solve a set of 
differential equations representing a control system. In digital simula-
tions two forms of the PID controller are often used [5]. 
the position and velocity forms given below: 
These include ,,rJ· 
~9~" J/1 ~--i oi' 
~ 
Position Form: 
V = V + K [E + ~ .£ E 'D (E E )] n o C n T 1=0 i + T n- n-1 I [5] 
Velocity Form: 
vn = vn-1 + Kc [(E - E 1) + ~ E + TTD (E 
n n- TI n n [6] 
In the above equations the subscript n refers to the nth sampling 
instant. The velocity form is obtained from the position form by sub-
tracting V - V 1. When the above equations are used to simulate a n n-
continuous controller the sampling time T is set equal to the Euler inte-
gration time interval. 
Selection of tuning constants for a control system may be accom-
plished using a trial-and-error procedure when a digital computer is 
available for simulation of process response. The integral of the abso-
lute value of the error (IAE) criterion could be used as a basis for ·J -~~~·'"~-~ .. ~~ • ~~--~F~ • .,-.,, ....... ~·-··~·---o-•·~,."''''' ····•·F«.~O-'''•""""'~~;cm"''~'~''''"' ''' · '"·""''•"""''"··cm--··c- '""-""r•••o n'"'·" ''"'""''~···"""'=•• .. ·•·"•~i\/ 
comparison. A set of starting values for the tuning constants icouHI be 
found using a conventional tuning constant correlation given in the 
6 
lfterature. Among the first correlations to be developed were those re-
ported by Ziegler and Nichols [19] and Cohen and Coon [4]. Thes,e early 
methods were semi-empirical in nature and related to the stabiHty con-
siderations found in linear control theory. More recent correlations 
have been developed with the· aid of the digital computer. Lopez et al. 
[8] develop~d correlations to find the optimum tuning constants for sys-
tems responding to step changes in load. Rovira et al. [13] performed a 
similar study for systems responding to step changes in set point. 
Lopez and Rovira worked with process models including FOPDT and 
SOPDT. Their control systems could be represented by the diagram shown 
in Figure 1. It should be noted that this diagram assumes that the con-
trolled variable C(s) responds to a change in load L(s) or manipulated 
variable V(s) with the same dynamic response represented as Gp(s). 
Lopez and Rovira both developed their c~rrelations by using digital 
simulations of control systems in combination with an optimization pro-
gram. The optimization program may be considered a formalized trial-
and-error procedure. The objective of the optimization program was to 
-=--,_.,..,..,.:_:~:;..--::··-·---- - _,_ ._,_,.,.__ ·- -~" -'"--""·-·---···" ---. ~~ find tuning constants that gave the minimum value of an integral criteria ! 
such as the IAE. These workers used an optimization program such as the 
e'...-.,~...--.;.}11;'i-c~Wt,:·,.:.:.~';..~".:;~• ~c-~·~ 
technique described by Rosenbrock [11]. 
Sood and Huddleston [16, 17] described a study in which they used ~ 
an optimization procedure to find tuning constants for systems exposed 
to a sequence of step load changes of random magnitu~/'·An interesting 
discovery reported by these workers was the presence of local minimums 
in the IAE for tuning constant values outside of the range predicted by 
previously developed correlations. In some cases these unexpected local 
minimums proved to be global minimums. This study emphasizes the need 
I 
i 
to consider several starting values for tuning constants when using a 
unimodal optimization technique. 
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CHAPTER III 
CALCULATION OF OPTIMUM TUNING CONSTANTS 
Research Objectives 
Digital simulation of feedback control systems has been used by 
previous workers to find optimum PID controller tuning constants. These 
previous studies have evaluated the effect of the process model as seen 
by the controller but have been limited to narrowly defined disturbances. 
The primary purpose of this research is to systematically study the ef-
fect of disturbance dynamics on optimum PID controller tuning constants. 
The criterion of performance will be to find tuning constants that min-
imize the integral of the absolute value of the error. Previous workers 
have developed correlations that give the optimum tuning constants as a 
function of process parameters. In this work the optimum tuning con-
stants will be found as a function of both process and disturbance dy-
namic characteristics. While using the integral of the absolute value 
of the error as an optimization criterion, previous workers have not re-
ported this value as a function of the process parameters in a manner 
similar to the correlations for tuning constants. A secondary objective 
of this research will be to provide such correlations for the integral 
of the absolute value of the error. This type of correlation can be 
used to illustrate the effect of process dead time and disturbance 
dynamics on control system performance. A third objective of this study 
8 
will be to evaluate the effect of disturbance magnitude. If the feed-
back control system is modeled as a system of linear equations without 
constraints, the magnitude of.the disturbance will linearly affect the 
integral of the absolute value of the error but will not affect the 
9 
values of the optimum tuning constants. However, when constraints are 
added, such as upper and lower limits on the manipulated variable corre-
sponding to an actual valve, disturbances with magnitudes large enough 
to saturate the valve will affect the optimum tuning constants calcula-
tion. Tuning constants reported in this study will be calculated for 
responses to disturbances that have magnitudes below that which give 
valve saturation. For a number of cases the magnitude of the distur-
bance that would saturate the valve is calculated. 
Research Approach 
The effect of disturbance dynamics may be studied using a feedback 
control system represented by the general block diagram shown in Figure 
2. ~This control system differs from that used by previous workers shown 
in Figure 1. The difference involves the way in which the load L(s) 
enters the loop. The presently described system provides a separate 
transfer function Gp2(s) to represent the dynamic effect of the load 
variable L(s) on the response of the controlled variable C(s). In this 
diagram the dynamic effect of the manipulated variable V(s) is repre-
sented by the transfer function Gp 1(s). In the control system studied 
by previous workers a single process transfer function Gp(s) is provided 
to represent the dynamic effect of both the disturbance variable and the 
manipulated yariable. The system shown in Figure 2 will reduce to that 
used by previous workers when the transfer functions Gp 1(s) and GP2(s) 
have the same form. 
R(s) 
R(s) 
L(s) 
E (s )I ~+1 ~ ..... : _G_c_( s_)_;...:.V~( s:..~..) ~7®1------I.....__GP_(_s )--' 
Figure 1. Block Diagram Used by Lopez and Rovira 
L(s) 
E(s) V(s) 
.----..... 
+ 
\ 
+.19\ C(s 
Block Diagram Used to Study the Effect of Disturbance 
Dynamics 
L(s)~ 1 r--
'2s + 1 
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C(s) ,. 
E(s) V(s) M(s) -e s 
e d ~C(sl )~ + _1_ + Kp Kc (l 'Ds) Kv 
'Is ,,s + l 
R(s 
I\ 
Figure 3. 
KM 
Control System With a FOPDT Process and a First Order 
Disturbance 
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A more specific version of the control system described by Figure 2 
is shown in Figure 3. In this system the transfer function giving the 
effect of the manipulated variable is shown as a first order plus dead 
time model with gain Kp. The transfer function giving the effect of the 
..-.a· ... 
load variable is described as a simple first order process with unity 
gain. Gain terms have also been added for the measuring element KM and 
-the valve Kv. The controller is represented as an ideal PID controller 
~~·f'>IIJ--
having tuning constants Kc, TI' a~~ T0. In the event that TD is set to 
-~· ... '(-,.,._ri~'\,J!JI'J,;:.,.~,.~~,-...t~ll.."'f 
zero the controller reduces to the two-mode PI controller. The research 
performed in this study will be applicable to a variety of different 
physical systems that may be represented by Figure 3. 
The control system studied in this research has been given the par-
ticular physical interpretation shown in Figure 4. The process is de-
picted as a mixing tank with a constant liquid level and flow rate. The 
entering liquid, flowing at one liter per minute, has a nominal concen-
tration of 500 mg/L of sulfuric acid (H 2so4). Concentrated sulfuric acid 
is added at a nominal mass flow rate m equal to 1000 mg/min. The flow 
of acid m is manipulated by a feedback controller in order to maintain 
an acid concentration of 1500 mg/L at the point in the exit liquid line 
where a concentration analyzer is positioned. 
The concentration of the mixing tank is assumed to be homogeneous at 
all times due to perfect mixing. The liquid volume in the tank equals 
one liter providing a tank detention time of one minute. The liquid is 
assumed to obey ideal plug flow in the exit liquid line. The volume of 
the exit liquid line preceding the analyzer is allowed to vary in this 
study giving transportation lags in the range ofr~·as·.:~i~>~·.~--~~.~~j The 
block diagram in Figure 4 shows three possib,le disturbanct that may 
.,~., ~~ru~ :tu1, d ~~ V/ tJI'r, 
\,.... . 
~~\ i"M ' 
i 
\ 
' / 
PROCESS DIAGRAM 
q 
NOT SHOWN ABOVE: x1, X8, X4 
entering concentration, mq/L 
tank concentration, mg/L 
concentration measured by the analyzer, 
mg/L 
m acid flow, mg/min 
V tank volume = 1 liter 
q flow rate= 1 liter/min 
INITIAL VALUES (NOT IN DEVIJI.TION FORM) 
XA = 500 mg/L 
x2 = x3 = 1500 mq/L 
m = 1000 mg/mi n 
CONTROL LOOP BLOCK DIAGRAM 
., 
c(s) 
'--------------1 KM 
ASSUME X1(s) • X (s) + m(s) A q 
x8(s) step change in measurement error of the analyzer 
x4(s) measurement error of the analyzer after a 1st order lag 
Figure 4. Physical Interpretation of a Control System Based 
on a FOPDT Process 
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enter the loop. These include a setpoint disturbance R, a load distur-
bance XA' and a load disturbance x8. The setpoint disturbance R corre-
sponds to the type of disturbance studied by Rovira et al. [13]. The 
load disturbance XA, physically interpreted as a step change in entering 
liquid concentration, corresponds to the type of disturbance studied by 
Lopez et al. [8]. The load disturbance x8, may be physically interpre-
ted as a step change in the measurement error of the analyzer. (This 
research is not limited to disturbances in measurement error; it is in-
tended to apply to any first order disturbance). In an actual process 
this might be due to fouling of the sensor. The measurement error of the 
analyzer is considered to enter the loop as a first order transfer func-
tion. This transfer function corresponds to that represented as Gp2(s) 
in Figure 2. In this study the first order time constant T2 associated 
with disturbance x8 was allowed to vary in comparison to the me con-
.........,~~ .... ~.~-~"'"~'l'r<I"""""'"''W>'·"""'"«:>:.,(l_~ 
stant associated with the transfer function giving the dynamic re-
sponse to the manipulated variable. The range of variation of the ratio 
of T2/T 1 extended from 0.05 to 7.0. 
The process diagram shown in Figure 4 illustrates the manipulated 
variable m as a mass flow rate of concentrated acid. Due to the low 
concentrations involved in this process the mass flow of acid is much 
less than the entering liquid flow. If the entering liquid is assumed 
to be water the actual ratio of mass flows of the two streams is less 
than 1/1000 at normal operating conditions. Under these circumstances 
the effect of the entering liquid concentration XA and the acid mass 
flow rate m can be combined to give a hypothetical entering liquid con-
centration x1 according to the following approximate equation: 
x1 = X + !!! A q [7] 
where q i's the constant 1 iquid flow rate of one 1 iter per minute and m 
14 
is the acid mass flow rate in mg/min. The units of x1 are mg/L. In 
this equation and all following equations used in the digital simula-
tion of the mixing process, the variables are assumed to be deviations 
from steady state values. Therefore, at normal operating conditions, 
prior to the introduction of a disturbance, all variables would have a 
value equal to zero. 
The process model as seen by the controller is represented by a 
first order plus dead time model relating the dynamic response of the 
concentration passing the analyzer to changes in the hypothetical con-
centration x1 entering the tank. This model may be derived from a mass 
balance around the tank and a consideration of the transportation lag. 
The tank mass balance is: 
where: 
input - output = accumulation 
dX2 
X · q - X · q = V 1 2 ~ 
x1 = hypothetical entering concentration, mg/L 
x2 = concentration in the tank, mg/L 
V = tank volume (one liter) 
q = liquid flow rate (one liter per minute) 
Rearranging gives: 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
15 
where: 
= V/q [11 J 
The transportation lag of the liquid passing from the tank to the analy-
zer may be calculated as: 
[12] 
where: 
ed = transportation lag (or dead time), minutes 
liquid volume of the exit liquid line preceding the analy-
zer, 1 iters 
q = 1 i quid flow rate (one 1 iter per minute) ·~./ 
In the control system shown in Figure 4 the signals between the 
analyzer and the controller, and between the controller and the valve 
are depicted as pneumatic signals. Pneumatic control signals normally 
range from 3 to 15 psig. The gains associated with the measuring ele-
ment KM and the valve Kv were calculated as follows: 
K = ~m = 2000 mg/min = 166 _667 
v ~v 12 psi 
where: 
~m = maximum acid flow corresponding to maximum valve signal 
~V = range of controller output signal, psi 
12 psi 
3000 mg/L = 0.004 
[13] 
[14] 
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where: 
~c = range of analyzer output signal, psi 
~X = maximum concentration measured by the analyzer, mg/L 
The research approach used in this study involved the digital sim-
ulation of the control ~ystem shown in Figure 4. The digital simulation 
of this control system was used as the objective function for an optimi-
zation program based on the Rosenbrock technique [6, 11]. ~~..,_,::'~,- ;·/ 1 c, .... 
ing constants for step changes in X were found for various ratios of / 
__,. _ _..........-.,...,..................,~-""'""""""'........,.....,.......~.,.m·>.."'"'""'""""J1'~W~·~"'""''l'r"'<'-''··~.E!'-t'"'-f"•..l.•"""'!..W""'g......,.~li.b'.~l.,!~~;;.,..-~<!.ll(.-.'9li'.wMO .. >.I'-w."-'~""''~/.Jol'~~F.t"-w.->'~ffi:fh'la.i"R.'i;l<•·t,l{lt;;1-&~ctc-,:~=-~,;,~~·•h•>-'•+'""'-~~~!:{' \• 
'2/Tl and ed/Tl. 
Description of the Objective Function 
A program showing the way in which the previously described control 
system may be simulated digitally is illustrated in Figure 5. This pro-
gram, written in UCSD Pascal [3], contains a function definition 
labeled as 11 function object. 11 Function object calculates the integral 
of the absolute value of the error that accumulates as the system re-
sponds to a disturbance. In UCSD Pascal it is possible to assign global 
values to constants and variables that appear in a function definition. 
In this program the following constants and variables are assigned 
values globally with respect to the function definition: kmm, measuring 
element gain; kv, valve gain; r, step change in setpoint; xa, step 
change in entering liquid concentration; xb, step change in measurement 
error; ~~~~i.~~=~~~t~£:~~i~.~-IQX:."'.~1JJ~~r""J!}j:~g_r~tJon · , tota 1 time of 
the disturbance response simulation; thetad, transportation lag or dead 
time; taul, first order time constant for the response of the process 
to changes in the manipulated variable; tau2, first order time constant 
associated with load variable xb; s, integral number of time steps 
PROGRAM MIXING-PROCESS; 
canst 
var 
kmm=0.004;kv=l66.666666667; 
x4dot,x2dot:real; 
c, {TRANSMITTED VARIABLE,PSI} 
er, {ERROR, CURRENT VALUE} 
epast, {ERROR, PREVIOUS ITERATION} 
erint, {TIME INTEGRAL OF ERROR} 
absie, {TIME INTEGRAL OF ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE ERROR} 
xl, {xa+v*kv/1} 
x2, {PROCESS RESPONSE TO xl, BEFORE DEAD TIME} 
x4, {PROCESS RESPONSE TO xb} 
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x3, {x2 AFTER DEAD TIME + x4, (THE CONTROLLED VARIABLE,MG/L)J time, 
vv, {CONTROLLER OUTPUT BEFORE CONSTRAINTS,PSI} 
va:real; {CONTROLLER OUTPUT AFTER CONSTRAINTS,PSI} 
h,g,q:integer; {POINTERS FOR DEAD TIME ARRAY} 
kc,taui,taud, {TUNING CONSTANTS} 
r, {STEP CHANGE IN SETPOINT,PSI} 
xa, {STEP CHANGE IN LOAD VARIABLE NO. 1 ,MG/L} 
xb, {STEP CHANGE IN LOAD VARIABLE NO. 2,MG/L 
(FOLLOWED BY 1ST ORDER DELAY TAU2)} 
delta, {ITERATION TIME INTERVAL} 
taul, {1ST ORDER TIME CONSTANT FOR RESPONSE TO xl} 
tau2, {1ST ORDER TIME CONSTANT FOR RESPONSE TO xb} 
tt, {TOTAL TIME OF SIMULATION} 
thetad:real; {DEAD TIME} 
fname:string; 
printer: text; 
s:integer;{NO. OF ELEMENTS IN DEAD TIME ARRAY} 
sumn:real; 
dt:array[l .. 255] of real; 
procedure data; 
begin 
readln(input,r,xa,xb); 
readln(input,delta,tt,thetad); 
readln(input,taul,tau2,fname); 
s:=round(thetad/delta) + 1; 
end; 
Figure 5. Pascal Program Illustrating Control System Simulation 
procedure initial; 
begin 
writeln(printer,r,xa,xb); 
writeln(printer,delta,tt,thetad); 
writeln(printer,taul,tau2,fname); 
end; 
procedure answer; 
begin 
writeln(printer); 
writeln(printer,kc,taui); 
writeln(printer,~.VALUE OF FUNCTION=~ ,sumn:l6:8); 
end; 
function object(kcc,tauii:real):real; 
begin 
c:=O.O;epast:=O.O;erint:=O.O;absie:=O.O; 
for h:= 1 to s do dt[h]:= 0.0; 
g:=s; q:=l;time:=O.O;x2:=0.0;x3:=0.0;x4:=0.0; 
while time<tt do 
begin 
c:=kmm*x3; 
er:=r-c; 
va := kcc * (er + erint/t_~_uj i .!- (er -- epast)>\'.taud/.deJ.ta ) ; 
~- -------- --~~-- ___ , --
yy_;_::__y_q_;_ 
if va <= "7§.._0,tb~n _ya:= __ ::-6.0; 
if va >= 6 .. 9 tb.en va :.= __ 6. 0; 
xl := 'xa 'i-' va*kv; 
x4dot:= (xb - x4)/tau2; 
x2dot:= (xl - x2)/taul; 
time:= · . l a..;~,...._.._--.... 
if vv < 6. 1) and (vv > ..~.-6). 1) then 
·ri-nt-:- · 'f---'*-'· · 
a sie:= absie + abs(er *delta); 
epast :.=-·e-r; 
x2:= x2 + x2dot * delta; 
dt[g]:=x2; 
x4:= x4 + x4dot * delta; 
x3:=dt[q] + x4; 
g:= g + 1 ; q:= q + 1; 
if g > s then g:= 1; 
if q > s then q:= 1; 
end; 
object:= absie; 
end; 
Figure 5. (Continued) 
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begin {MAIN PROGRAM} 
data; 
rewrite(printer,fname); 
taud: =0. 0; -~--- ~--- · 
initial; 
s: = .. r·E>tt-RG!\( thetad/ delta)+ 1 ; 
; . I· kc:=51.2; ······ 
ltFt/) · , taui ·-12 8· · .v ... "··-~- · · 
j ·-- ·-· ·" -_,,< wHT,,f~l(c:·\·~--o ~"-d~~~ 
end. 
begin . 
while taui >= 0.05 do 
begin 
sumn:=object(kc,taui); 
answer; 
taui:= taui/2.0; 
end; 
kc:= kc/2.0; 
taui:= 12.8; 
end; 
Figure 5 (Continued) 
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. (I) 
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(delta values) included in the dead time thetad; and taud, the deriva-
tive time tuning constant. Variables that may change values each time 
the function object is evaluated include kc, the proportional gain tun-
ing constant, and taui, the integral time tuning constant. In the case 
....-"""'"'"""""'""'.._..•,.---........ -~,'1"~-<._,.>.>"--r~;"',<.. ""V•~"-<.t<«t>,<l\o""'tl»"'"'~~>"'""''"""r.,~-•''....,.C7t"i"'f•".!!'"'<>\l'.><"~'<\l'4'"""1''1"U"-,.<",,..,'"""'"£;('.'''1",<."'-"''>:,~"""'''I.,>Jo./:l'>"".J'>l..-.':;W<•';.\•O'•!f.-'T_,.'«•o.;,._<;•\"<; ... j.., 
of this program taud is set to zero reducing the PID controller to a 
proportional integral controller. 
The function object begins by initializing several process varia-
bles to zero corresponding to the initial steady state condition prior 
to a disturbance. Recall that this simulation uses deviation variables 
throughout. The time response of the control system is simulated using 
the Euler integration technique [9]. A loop is used to repetitively 
perform several calculations for each step in time. The loop continues 
to evaluate these equations while the running value of time is less than 
or equal to the simulation time tt. 
The calculations performed in the program loop follow an order sim-
ilar to that shown in the block diagram of Figure 4. The order of cal-
culation is as follows: c, analyzer transmitted signal; er, error 
entering the PID controller; vv, PID controller output prior to imple-
mentation of constraints; va, PID controller output constrained to the 
normal pneumatic signal range; xl, hypothetical entering liquid concen-
tration; x4dot, x2dot, derivative values; time; erint, time integral of 
the error used in the controller calculation; absie, time integral of 
the absolute value of the error; x2, concentration in the tank; x4, 
measurement error after first order lag tau2; and x3, measured concen-
tration passing the analyzer (after imposition of the measurement error). 
At the completion of the loop the function object is assigned a value 
equal to the last cumulated value of absie, the integral of the absolute 
value of the error. 
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Additional details concerning the control system simulation may be 
emphasized as follows. The PID controller algorithm used in function 
object is written in the position form. The variable erint is used to 
store the integral of the error. This term is allowed to accumu.late as 
long as the computed valve position vv does not exceed the valve con-
straints by more than a small margin. The purpose of this logic is to 
eliminate the development of~~~~-~~ A major advantage of com-
puter analysis of control system performance is the ease with which dead 
time may be simulated. In this program an array dt is set up to s~mu­
late the dead time. Process variable x2, corresponding to the mixing 
tank concentration, is held in array dt for s number of time increments, 
the total of which is equal to the dead time thetad. Array position 
pointers g and q keep track of the positions in the array to be entered 
and exited by the process variable as it would have entered and exited 
the pipeline leaving the tank. 
In the program shown in Figure 5 function object is called by a 
main program that successively calculates the integral of the absolute 
value of the error for a wide variety of PI controller tuning constant 
pairs. For a particular program run the load disturbance remains the 
same while the tuning constants are varied. The purpose of this program 
is to generate enough values of function object so that a topographical 
map may be prepared showing the form of the response surface. The re-
sults of this program were entered into a commercial software package 
sold by SAS Institute [14] in order to prepare the contour plots shown 
in Figures 6 to 12. 
These plots show how the normalized integral of the absolute value 
of the error varies as a function of the tuning constant values. They 
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were prepared for the following conditions: r = 0, xa = 0, xb = 100, 
~~t~-~3:21, }~~~~-· 1, and taul = 1. The value of 
tau2 varied for each figure using the following values: tau2 = 0.1, 
0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 7. In order that the results from this system 
may be applied to other first orden ~lus dead time processes, the tun-
., 
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ing constants have been normalized as follows. Proportional gain kc is 
reported as the product KC·KL where KL = KM · Kp · Kv. In the case of 
a mixing process, the~~~~~~:M·~ The integral time •I is reported as 
•1/•I· The integral of the absolute value of the error is reported as 
the program value divided by the product KM · x8. When the integral of 
the absolute value of the error is normalized in this manner it can be 
thought of as having units equal to the product of the disturbance 
magnitude xb = 1 and time in units of •1. 
The range of values over which Kc and •I were allowed to vary cor-
respond to the range of values over which a typical commercial PID con-
troller would be expected to extend. The results of these calculations, 
illustrated in the contour plots, show that the response surface of the 
integral of the absolute value of the error has a single minimum value 
in each case. Sood and Huddleston [16] reported in their.study that a 
bimodal response surface occurred under similar conditions. They found 
two local minimums: one of these near the tuning constants predicted by 
conventional correlations and a second minimum corresponding to higher 
values of Kc and •I· The presence of valve constraints in the present 
study may provide an explanation for the difference in results. In the 
absence of valve constraints an artificial minimum may be found for high 
values of proportional gain. However, in an actual process high propor-
tional gain results in a saturated valve and no further improvement in 
30 
control system performance. This conclusion depends upon the magnitude 
of the load disturbance. There may be cases with extremely small dis-
turbance magnitudes for which a bimodal response surface would result. 
This condition did not appear to occur in any of the optimization runs 
performed in this study. 
Optimization Program and Results 
The program given in Figure 5 was suitable for generating ~ re-
sponse surface. However, this program would require too many evalua-
tions of function object if it were intended to find exact values of 
the tuning constants that give the minimum integral of the absolute 
value of the error. In order to find optimum tuning constants more ef-
ficiently, the procedure of H. H. Rosenbrock [6] was employed. This 
procedure is capable of finding the minimum of a multivariable, uncon-
strained, nonlinear function. The procedure is based on a direct 
search method and does not require calculation of derivatives. The 
version of this procedure employed in this study was adapted from the 
FORTRAN source code developed by A. I. Johnson [6]. The FORTRAN code 
was converted to Pascal and function object from Figure 5 was inserted 
for use as the objective function. The program was compiled by the 
Pascal 8000 Version 2.0 compiler available on the University Computer 
Center•s IBM 30810 mainframe computer. The adapted program listing is 
given in Appendix A. The Pascal 8000 Version 2.0 compiler generates 
machine code that performs floating point calculations in IBM double 
precision format. 
The results of the optimum tuning constant calculations are given 
in Figures 13 to 16 for the proportional-integral controller and in 
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Figures 17 to 21 for the proportional-integral-derivative controller. 
In these figures the normalized values Kc · KL' , 1;'I' and IAE are 
given as a function of the ratios si'l and , 2/L1 .. The figures were 
prepared by entering the results of the optimization program into a 
plotting package available from SAS Institute [14]. 
In each of these plots the ratio , 2;,1 is given as the abscissa. 
35 
The normalized tuning constant or IAE value is indicated as the ordin-
ate. A separate line is drawn for each value of the parameter sd;,1. 
In this study the simulation time tt was set equal to six times the 
value of the ultimate period as calculated from frequency response con-
siderations. The magnitude of the step change in disturbance variable 
xb was set equal to 100 mg/L for the PI controller runs and to lO mg/L 
for the PID controller runs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CORRELATION OF RESULTS 
The usefulness of the data presented in graphical form in C~apter 
III may be improved by reducing this data to the form of mathematical 
equations. This was accomplished by finding a correlation to fit each 
of the curves presented in Figures 13 to 21. In the case of the.PI 
controller each curve was based on optimization runs for 19 different 
values of •2;.1. In the case of the PID controller each curve was 
based on optimization runs for 18 different values of •2;.1. A total 
of ten curves, corresponding to ten different values of the ratio 
ed;.1, were generated for each tuning constant or IAE function. In the 
majority of cases the form of these curves suggested that a nonlinear 
function would provide the best fit. 
The method used to fit candidate functions to the available data 
was based on a least squares approach. The basic idea may be explained 
as follows. A particular curve with n data points will have n values 
of the independent variable x1, x2, .... , xn and n values of thj depen-
dent variable y1, y2, .... , Yn· The nonlinear function to be fitted to 
the data will predict values of the dependent variable yl' y2, .... , y~. 
The sum (y1-yl)2 + (y2-y2) 2 + ···· + (yn-y~) is called the sum of the 
squared residuals. The lower this sum is, the better the curve fits. 
In the case of a multiparameter nonlinear function an optimization pro-
cedure is required to find the function parameters that give the minimum 
41 
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value of the sum of the squared residuals. 
The optimization program used for curve fitting in this study was 
based on the simplex procedure described by Hedler and Mead [10]. The 
program source code was adapted from the Pascal code developed by Caceci 
and Cacheris [2]. Minor changes were made in the code to allow compila-
tion under Pascal 8000 Version 2.0 and execution on an IBM 3081D·main-
frame computer. A listing of the adapted source code is given in Appen-
dix B. 
The results of the curve fitting runs are given in Tables I to III 
for the PI controller and in Tables IV to VII for the PID controller. 
Each table corresponds to a graph given in Chapter III. The form of the 
equation is given at the top of each table. Parameter values for each 
ed/•1 curve are listed below the equation. The equations used for curve 
fitting varied in the number of parameters. From three to seven para-
meters were used. The standard deviation of the experimental points 
from the fitted function is listed with the parameter values for each 
curve. 
Graphs similar to those given in Chapter III were prepared using 
the fitted equations. These are presented in Figures 22 to 25 for the 
PI controller and in Figures 26 to 30 for the PID controller. The 
graphs prepared using the fitted equations may be compared to those 
based on the optimization runs given in Chapter III. 
8d/T1 
0.05 
0.075 
0. 1 
0.15 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.075 
1.0 
- ----~-- -~-------
TABLE I 
PI CONTROLLER PROPORTIONAL GAIN CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
-B T2/T1 
KcKL =A- e [C cos (D T2/T1) + E sin (D T2/T1)J 
A B c D E 
19.16021053 4.72844283 9.41472472 5.54953579 - 11.85902112 
12.88616553 3.57033096 4.99739025 6.10645031 - 2.12961668 
9.69937357 4.27126621 3.78274534 6.43393407 0.40520229 
6.53568186 10.41222288 2. 58537289 0.12389152 200.85546451 
4.97491114 3.97668589 1.95986468 0.01818878 375.60953034 
3.37753881 2.33294842 1.31122357 0.11008651 13.56279186 
2.59853768 1.40585127 1.03177237 -2.96438521 X 10-5 
.. ~ 
2 .805236_94 
2.12850671 1.18670059 0.82442081 -4.99709384 X 10_g 0.25032335 
1.49467677 0.84932879 0.54437582 
_a 
-8.00972831 X 10 J 
- 0.11627429 
1.17141091 0.79911293 0.39684857 -2.96914688 X 10-7 0.85928797 
Standard 
Deviation 
0. 26425100 
0. 21357490 
0.18195879 
0.15181330 
0.09969763 
0.06907022 
0.03455487 
0.02964337 
0.02740568 
0.01649091 
..j:>. 
w 
TABLE II 
PI CONTROLLER INTEGRAL TIME CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
E T1/TI = A+ B/[1 + c IT2/T1 - Dl ] 
Standard 
8dh1 A B c D E Deviation 
0.05 1.03575855 5.56378574 0.23900248 0.11624811 -1.68145670 0.11903690 
0.075 0.95977007 3.95561919 0.37403148 0.14522281 -1.55864968 0.07274715 
0.1 0.89105385 3.16309931 0.49717305 0.16670167 -1.48052852 0.04187496 
0.15 0.87341458 2.27816923 0.77294626 0.18831337 -1.41494759 0.03292929 
0.2 0.89891052 1.75795923 1.13896285 0.17888151 -1.51150947 0.02743033 
0.3 0.85369874 1.36709123 1.83667626 0.23273961 -1.29730357 0.02123175 
0.4 0.81281238 1.08313962 2.43167287 0.27750494 -1.44756168 0.01513327 
0.5 0.78487362 0.90527347 3.18765764 0.26952873 -1. 51941578 0.00830626 
0.75 0.71993673 0.62152179 3.25032854 0.54881605 -1.46916934 0.00583965 
1.0 0.67109941 0.51308283 4.16611085 0.64499365 -1.55784624 0.00434519 
-t::o 
-t::o 
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TABLE III 
PI CONTROLLER IAE CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
IAE =A+ B/(C + T2/T1) 
Standard 
8d/T1 A B c Deviation 
0.05 0.00016723 0.01378123 0.12549148 0.00077133 
0.075 0.00064771 0.03220387 0.20193263 0.00185386 
0.1 0.00234711 0.05565353 0.25966571 0.00393629 
0.15 0.00896566 0.11697854 0.36410559 0.00764922 
0.2 0.02191948 0.19405771 0.45977776 0.01055301 
0.3 0.04879802 0.41847755 0.68491163 0.01510704 
0.4 0.07446595 0.74031452 0.93355260 0.01860096 
0.5 0.10491451 1.13974012 1.18386141 0. 02256713 
0.75 0.12132195 2.60949681 1.88552414 0.03216572 
1.0 0.21403862 4.64313221 2.60662201 0.03915691 
~ ... ~, 
8d/'1 A 
0.05 27.56693666 
0.075 18.81722956 
0. 1 13.98379931 
0.15 9.33177269 
0.2 7.02101441 
0.3 4. 71104824 
0.4 3.61555083 
0.5 2.93976822 
0.75 2.01637991 
1.0 1. 58047933 
TABLE IV 
PID CONTROLLER PROPORTIONAL GAIN CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
-8 '2/T 
KCKL =A- e 1 [C cos (D , 2J,1) + E sin (D , 2J,1)J 
B c D E 
3.21738804 -2.33363278 -31.41592903 -7.26624771 
1.27136574 -1.88230685 -31.41594697 -6.29901806 
7.61663918 6.88964879 - 1.90701633 X 10-6 -9.92116294 
4.92329424 4.52672239 - 3.40030676 X 10-7 -0.09780655 
3.98644204 3.25368254 - 1.04632894 X 10-5 1. 92277126 
2.93827302 2.09468446 - 5.58866142 X 10-8 1. 65;373757 
2.26432807 1.55456659 - 9.04129146 X 10-9 2.31434075 
1.89746059 1.21075675 - 9.45291672 X 10-9 1.58608696 
2.02899764 0.75478338 0.42772479 1.58452412 
0.61539767 0.53453858 0.36030766 -0.67787164 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.61257669 
0.27237931 
0.39639633 
0.20657473 
0.19590525 
0.10282611 
0.04285323 
0.02754515 
0.01448776 
0. 00745211 
.p. 
0'1 
8iT1 A 
0.05 7.88907452 
0.075 3. 75329511 
0. 1 1. 16760318 
0.15 0.96313324 
0.2 1.19892513 
0.3 0.54029512 
0.4 2.50699154 
0.5 2.63313309 
0.75 0.64002991 
1.0 1.18214772 
TABLE V 
PID CONTROLLER INTEGRAL TIME CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
c T2/T1 E T2/T1 
T1/TI = A + B (1 _- e ) + D e sin (F T2/T1 + G) 
B c D E F 
8.14914425 -0.47062819 14.01989568 -3.69869605 4.64045952 
8. 08933281 -0.58796694 11.35325141 -3.45143952 3.50785419 
8.57513521 -0.64589925 5.23824737 -1.70791523 3.17936407 
6.39963428 -0.61037063 1. 70977301 -1.34658223 3. 51948901 
4. 96868301 -0.49551792 0.63954896 -1.30803185 7.52194596 
4.04983024 -0.51956251 0.14045051 -0.23661262 1 . 80896011 
7.88550725 -0.02328223 1.79414506 -0.51714053 0.55372792 
0.73850854 -0.28088387 3.56103232 -0.55089769 0.19516987 
2.51283455 -0. 17732943 0.08251026 -0.01000000 1. 37725113 
2.65217723 -0.04453823 0.65282817 -0.49166843 0.56746896 
G 
-0.89862912 
-0.48184674 
-0.29467022 
-0.45078413 
-2.72127032 
-4.49313921 
-1.81570416 
-2.58373021 
-4.72052031 
-2.36110017 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.12717321 
0.11716931 
0.10279623 
0.09277195 
0.07978999 
0.07447438 
0.03919181 
0.01953243 
0.00905795 
0.00574148 
.p. 
--....! 
TABLE VI 
PID CONTROLLER DERIVATIVE TIME CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
'D/,1 = A + B e 
c '2/T1 
Standard 
8i'.1 A B c Deviation 
0.05 2.69744291 X 10-2 -9.04199529 X 10-3 -4.17585174 0.00137847 
0.075 -1.49103557 X 103 1.49107308 X 103 6.22270036 X 10-7 0.00122542 
0.1 -4.82923038 X 103 4.82927885 X 103 3.81252783 X 10-7 0.00231682 
0. 15 -1.22459823 X 103 1.22466996 X 103 3.16420439 X 10-6 0. 00289871 
0.2 -1.36347559 X 104 1.36348467 X 104 5.01643551 X 10-7 0.00590471 
0.3 -3.11294460 X 104 3.11295781 X 104 3.90109862 X 10-7 0.00832926 
0.4 -3.15391753 X 104 3.15394574 X 104 5.62369948 X 10-7 0.00960051 
0.5 -4.09010504 X 104 4.09012582 X 104 5.66236090 X 10-7 0.01124117 
0.75 -5.24077933 X 104 5.24080856 X 104 6.82590779 X 10-7 0.01387142 
1.0 -5.93244716 X 104 5.93248430 X 104 7.52191641 X 10-7 0.01507123 
+::> 
():) 
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TABLE VII 
PID CONTROLLER IAE CURVE FITTING RESULTS 
IAE =A+ B/(C + , 2;,1) 
8i'1 A B c 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.05 -0.00024367 0.00657028 0. 06113477 0.00073655 
0.075 0.00023459 0.00828941 0. 05871175 0.00129804 
0. 1 -0.00040527 0.02617856 0.16326077 0.00200234 
0. 15 0.00007832 0.05809119 0.24547782 0.00403015 
0.2 0.00205375 0.09754412 0.31399448 0.00527894 
0.3 0.00802658 0.20646372 0.45494964 0.00816328 
0.4 0.01529003 0.35199421 0.59628164 0. 01139624 
0.5 0.02187133 0.59332277 0.74289301 0.01508506 
0.75 0.03193122 1.24582634 l. 14769063 0.02651841 
1.0 0.04132849 2.11432235 1.50537644 0.03686955 
'•o, 
ed/T1 = 0.05 
.. 
0.075 
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0.15 
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CHAPTER V 
SAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
The tuning constants found by the optimization procedure described 
in Chapter III were used in a number of sample applications in order to 
illustrate control system performance. Each sample application corre-
sponded to a single calculation of function object given in Figure 5. 
However, during these runs the program generated a listing of the time 
response of variables x4, x3, and va. An example of the results from a 
single sample application are presented in Figures 31 and 32. This 
sample application uses optimum tuning constants for a PID controller 
applied to a control system with the following specifications: 
ed/'l = 0.1, , 2;,1 = 0.05, and xb = 10. Figure 31 plots the response 
of: x4, measurement error after first order lag , 2; and x3, measured 
concentration passing the analyzer after imposition of the measurement 
error. Figure 32 plots the time response of the valve signal va. 
The results of the sample application runs are given in Appendix C. 
In the case of both the PI and PID controllers, runs were performed for 
ed;,1 values of 0. 1, 0.5, and 1.0. In the case of the PI controller, for 
each ed;,1 value the following runs were performed: one setpoint distur-
bance r = 0.4 (xa = 0, xb = 0); and seven load disturbance runs with 
xb = 100 and , 2;,1 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 7.0. In the case 
of the PID controller, for each ed/'l value the following runs were per-
formed: eight load disturbance runs with xb = 10 and , 2;,1 = 0.05, 0.1, 
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0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 7.0. 
Considering that two figures are required to present the results of 
a single sample application the total number of figures becomes 2 x 2 
x 3 x 8 = 96 figures. 
The setpoint disturbance was included with the PI controller appli-
cations because a setpoint disturbance would require the same tuning 
constants as a disturbance in load variable xb with , 2;,1 = 0. 
\ 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
Optimum Tuning Constants 
The optimum PI controller tuning constants found during this study 
are illustrated graphically in Figures 13 and 14. The following obser-
vations may be made concerning these results. The effect of disturbance 
dynamics on the proportional gain Kc is most pronounced for ed;,1 ratios 
less than or equal to 2.0. For these curves the maximum Kc value occurs 
between •2;,1 values of 0.3 and 0.5. If the control system designer 
were to attempt to set controller settings based on the previous corre-
lations of Rovira et al. [12] and Lopez et al. [8] he might attempt some 
kind of interpolation procedure. Rovira tuning constants correspond to 
the case where , 2;,1 = 0 and Lopez tuning constants correspond to the 
case where , 2;,1 = 1.0. The results illustrated in Figure 13 show that 
this interpolation approach would give less than optimum results due to 
the location of the maximum Kc values. 
The effect of disturbance dynamics on the optimum PI controller in-
tegral time tuning constant 'I is illustrated in Figure 14. These re-
sults show that integral action expressed a the ratio , 1;,I should be 
increased as , 2;,1 increases through most of the range of , 2;,1 ·values 
examined. However, as , 2;,1 approaches the value of seven the ll/'I 
ratio appears to be asymptotically approaching a maximum value. 
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The normalized IAE values for PI controller runs with optimum tun-
ing constants are presented in Figures 15 and 16. These results show 
that the IAE increases with increases in ed;T1, but decreases with in-
creases in T2/T1. 
Similar trends are observed in the PID controller results presented 
in Figures 17 to 21. In the case of the derivative time tuning constant 
shown in Figure 19,the optimum value of TO increases almost line~rly 
With T2/T1. 
In order to evaluate the relative improvement attainable using the 
optimum tuning constants developed during this work a series of runs 
were performed comparing IAE values obtained by the present method and 
by the previous methods of Rovira et al. [12] and Lopez et al. [8]. The 
results of these calculations are presented as IAE ratio graphs given in 
Appendix D. These results show that the previous methods of Rovira and 
Lopez work well for the particular type of disturbance for which they 
were designed (T2/T1 = 0 for Rovira, T2/T1 = 1.0 for Lopez). However, 
significant improvement can be obtained by using the methods developed 
in this research for disturbances with dynamics different from those for 
which the previous methods were designed. The greatest improvement 
occurs for T2/T1 values larger than two. In this range the IAE values 
obtained by the present method are typically 25 to 85 percent of the IAE 
' 
value obtained by previous methods. 
Curve Fitting Results 
A comparison of the optimum tuning constants graphs given in Chap-
ter III with the graphs based on the fitted equations given in Chapter 
IV shows that the fitted equations approximate the optimization data 
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with good accuracy. However, there are a few cases where the control 
systems designer may prefer to use the graphs presented in Chapter III 
rather than the fitted equations. For example, the fitted equation for 
the PID controller Kc·KL value with ed/T1 = 0.075 gives a low standard 
deviation (0.272) when all T2/T1 values are considered. However, for 
T2/T1 values less than two a comparison of the graphs shows significant 
differences between this fitted equation and the optimization data. 
With this caution in mind, that visual comparison of equations and data 
should be made over the local region of interest, the control systems 
designer should be able to make beneficial use of the curve fitting re-
sults. 
Sample Applications Results 
The sample applications results illustrated in Appendix C show the 
effects of process dead time and disturbance dynamics on optimum control 
system performance. These graphs may be used to compare the response of 
the controlled variable x3 when using either a PI controller or a PID 
controller. Such a comparison shows that the controlled variable returns 
to setpoint quicker when under PID control. The magnitude of the load 
variable xb was 100 mg/L for the PI controller runs and 10 mg/L for the 
PID controller runs. The final change in valve signal is another way 
that load magnitude may be determined. In the case of the PI controller 
a load change in xb = 100 mg/L corresponds to a final change in valve 
signal va = - 0.6 psi (after the controlled variable x3 has returned to 
zero). In the case of the PID controller a load change xb = 10 mg/L 
corresponds to a final change in valve signal va = -0.06 psi. In general 
the steady state change in valve signal va may be related to the load 
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magnitude change in xb by using the valve gain kv: 
!':!. va [15] 
In this study the valve was considered to operate using a pneumatic 
signal in ~he range of 3 to 15 psig. The maximum acid flow available 
was 2000 mg/min when the valve was fully open. At normal operating con-
ditions the valve would be half open supplying 1000 mg/min of acid to 
the mixing tank. In terms of deviation variables the valve signal could 
increase +6 psi before reaching its upper constraint, and decrease -6 psi 
before reaching its lower constraint. 
The optimum tu~ing constants determined by this study are applicable 
to load changes that are small enough such·that the control valve does 
not reach a constraint during a response to a disturbance. In order to 
determine the maximum load change aliowable it is useful to define a load 
fraction: 
Load Fraction = Steady State Change in Valve Signal Available Change in Valve Signal [16] 
In the case of a positive change in xb the control system will re-
spond with a negative change in valve signal. The maximum available 
change 1n the valve signal is -6 psi. In the case of the PI controller 
the load magnitude may be expressed as a load fraction = - 0.6/-6.0 = 
0.1. In the case of the PID controller the load magnitude may be ex~ 
pressed as a load fraction = - 0.06/- 6.0 ~1.) 
/ 
A review of the figures in Appendix C shows that the load fractions 
used in this study were small enough such that throughout all control 
system responses the valve signal va never reached -6.0. The maximum 
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allowable load fraction (with va always remaining in the range -6.0 ~ va 
~ 6.0) may be determined by the following equation: 
Maximum 
Load 
Fraction 
= Sampl~ Application x -6.0 
Load Fracti})n (Minimum Valve Signal Observed in 
Sample Application) 
[17] 
The maximum allowable load fraction (preventing valve saturation) has 
been calculated for each of the runs presented in Appendix C. The re-
sults are given in Figure 33 for the PI controller and in Figure 34 for 
the PID controller. These figures show that under similar conditions a 
PID controller is more sensitive to load fraction than is a PI control-
ler. For either controller the allowable load fraction decreases with 
decreases in both ed;,1 and , 2;,1. 
-----~-"-~----"'~,.~ ..... ....,_.... .. -.,., ... "'·,..........., ,; 
While previous workers have considered isolated cases of the effect 
of disturbance dynamics (,2;,1 = 0, 1), the author is not aware of any 
previous research on the effect of disturbance magnitude. The concept 
of allowable load fraction addresses this practical problem in an effec-
tive manner. 
A final comment can be made concerning the sample applications 
given in Appendix C. There is a marked difference in the general shape 
of the valve signal response for the cases of the PI controller and the 
PID controller. In the case of the PI controller the valve response is 
relatively gradual and continuous as it moves to correct a load distur-
bance. In the case of the PID controller there are a number of sharp 
discontinuities in the valve signal response. In order to obtain the 
improvement predicted for a PID controller it may be necessary to in-
stall a high performance valve capable of quick and accurate response to 
the valve signal. 
j ( 
t 
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It should be noted that the discontinuities in the PID controller 
valve response occur at intervals equal to the process dead time ed. The 
discontinuities are not due to the numerical technique employed in this 
study. This has been checked by repeating the sample application runs 
with different values of the Euler integration step size. When the step 
size is either doubled or halved the response of the valve signal is 
essentially identical. 
A more serious finding occurs in sample applications using the PID 
controller with , 2;,1 = 7.0 and ed;,1 = 0.5 or 1.0 (see Figures 113, 
114, 130, and 131). In these runs the valve response appears to be 
diverging, indicating that the control system is. gradually going un-
stable. For these cases the Bode criterion was used to check for sys-
tem stability. This criterian would indicate that the optimized tuning 
constants bring the system very close to the stability limit (amplitude 
ratio= 1.0 at- 180 degrees phase lag) in these particular cases. Re-
checking the system stability for other runs led to the following con-
clusion. The PID controller optimum tuning constants a~:-~!_JC~s~o~~:~~--) 
for: ed;,1 = 0.4 and , 2;,1 > 6.5, ed;,1 = 0.5 and , 2;,1 > 5.5, ed;,1 = j 
0.75 and , 2;,1 > 5.0, ed;,1 = 1.0 and , 2;,1 > 4.5. __ ) 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions may be drawn as a result of this study: 
1. A computer simulation approach has been used to develop a method 
of finding optimum tuning constants for proportional-integral and propor-
tional-integral-derivative controllers. Consideration of the effect of 
disturbance dynamics is a unique feature of this method. The method is 
applicable to systems that allow the process to be modeled as first 
order plus dead time; with gain Kp, time constant , 1, and dead time ed. 
The disturbance is modeled as first order, with time constant , 2, and 
enters the loop just before the sensor. 
2. Optimum tuning constants are reported graphically in Chapter 
III and in the form of correlations in Chapter IV. The normalized tuning 
constants for PI and PID controllers are reported as a function of the 
ratios ed/'l and , 2,,1. The method is applicable for 0.05 s ed/'l ~ 1.0 
and 0 s , 2,,1 ~ 7.0. 
3. In addition to the tuning constants, the normalized integral of 
the absolute value of the error (used as the optimization criterion) 
associated with the optimum tuning constants is reported graphically and 
in the form of correlations. 
4. The validity of the approach has been reinforced by demonstra-
ting that the results of previous workers (Rovira et al. - , 2,,1 = 0 and 
Lopez et al. - , 2J,1 = 1.0) may be considered as subsets of the results 
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found by the present method. This point is described in Chapter VI and 
Appendix D. 
5. The integral of the absolute value of the error (IAE) obtain-
able by the present method is compared in Appendix D to the IAE obtain-
able by the methods of Rovira and Lopez. The improvement found with the 
present method is greatest for T2/T1 > 2. In this range the present 
method IAE is typically 25 to 85 percent of the IAE found with previous 
workers methods. 
6. Sample applications were performed using the optimum tuning 
constants found by the present method. The results were presented in 
Appendix C. Graphs were provided showing the time response of the dis-
turbance variable, the controlled variable, and the valve signal. The 
,, 
results show that the PID controller is able to obtain better controlled , 
variable response than the PI controller. However, the response of the 
PID controller valve signal is sharply discontinuous (discontinuities 
appearing at intervals of ed). On the other hand, the PI controller 
valve signal shows a smooth continuous response. 
7. The effect of disturbance magnitude in the presence of manipu-
lated variable (valve) constraints was considered. For load magnitudes 
below a certain limiting value the response of the valve signal always 
remains within the allowable range and does not become saturated. 
Optimum tuning constants reported in this study are applicable to load 
magnitudes below this limiting value. The limiting value of the load 
magnitude that will give a saturated valve was calculated for the sam-
ple applications runs presented in Appendix C. These results were re-
ported in the form of maximum load fractions given in Chapter VI. The 
PID controller was shown to be more sensitive to load fraction than was 
the PI controller. 
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8. Certain sample applications runs (see Figures 113, 114, 130, 
and 131) indicate that it may be possible for systems near the Bode cri-
terion stability limit to have 11 0ptimum 11 tuning constants and yet appear 
to be moving towards divergent response. Accordingly the following PID 
controller tuning constants found by this study are not recommended when: 
ed/Tl = 0.4 and~2~TJ > ~~-5'~-~d(~L-~<--~~-·5_a_n~ ___ T/T,_~_?-_?.~•. __ e_d~~l-~_Q-~Z5 
'-----=-----------------. -- -------- --
and -r_2tT1 _> 5.Q, ~iTl = 1.0 a~~--T 2 {-r_1 __ >. __ ~-~S.· 
'------~ - -· ' 
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OPTIMUM TUNING CONSTANTS PROGRAr~ 
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0074 
//U11217A JOB (?????.XXX-XX-XXXX). 'SIRIPOL',TIME=(0.34),CLASS=F. 
II MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY~U11217A 
/*PASSWORD ? 
/*JOBPARM ROOM=X 
// EXEC PASCAL,REGION=512K 
//PASC.SYSIN DO ~ 
PROGRAM ROSEN (INPUT,OUTPUT); 
LABEL 10,20,30,40; 
CONST 
KM=3; MAXK=5000; MKAT=90; MCYC=50; NSTEP=1; 
EPSY=0.0000000001; ALPHA=3.0; BETA=0.5; 
KMM=0.004; KV=166.66667; 
VAR 
PARM:ARRAY(.1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
V:ARRAY(.1 .. KM,1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
BL:ARRAY( .1 .. KM. 1 .. KM:) OF REAL; 
D:ARRAY( .1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
BLEN:ARRAY(. 1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
EPS:ARRAY(.1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
AJ:ARRAY(.1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
E:ARRAY(. 1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
AL:ARRAY(.1 .. KM,1 .. KM.) OF REAL; 
I.II.III.J,K,L,KAT,KK1,KL:INTEGER; 
SUMO,SUMN,FBEST,SUMDIF,SUMAV,SUMAVV:REAL; 
DT : ARRAY(.1 .. 3000.) OF REAL; 
OELTA,TAU1,TAU2.TT,TIME,THETAD:REAL; 
X1,X2,X3,X4,C,VV,VA,XA,XB,R:REAL; 
X400T, X2DOT:REAL; 
ER, EPAST, ERINT. ABSI E: REAL; ""'~'f. _,.,;~>""'"'"'"'" !'1'-' ... G,Q,S:INTEGER; ,,.,. 
KC, TAUI, TAUD: REAL; ,.~' 
PROCEDURE OAT A; 1,,.-' 
BEGIN 1,' 
WRITELN (OUTPUT.' CASE OF PID WI/~ LOPEZ STARTING VALUE'); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' TT=18.582 THETAD=1.0 TAU1=1.0 TAU2=7.0'):~-----
READLN (INPUT, KC, TAUI, TAUDf; ·~"'""" ._...,."'"""' 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' STARTING VALUE:PROPORTIONAL TUNING= ',KC:10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' STARTING VALUE: INTEGRAL TUNING= ',TAUI: 10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' STARTING VALUE: DERIVATIVE TUNING= ',TAU0:10:5); 
READLN (INPUT, R, XA, XB); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' SET POINT = ',R: 10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' XA = ',XA:10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' XB = ',XB:10:7); 
READLN (INPUT, DELTA, TT. THETAD); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' DELTA= ',DELTA:10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' T~TAL TIME= ',TT:10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' THETAD = ',THETA0:10:5); 
READLN (INPUT, TAU1. TAU2); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT.' TAU1 = ',TAU1:10:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' TAU2 = ',TAU2:10:5); 
END; 
PROCEDURE PRINT (DUM1.DUM2,DUM3.DUM4,0UM5,DUM6:REAL); 
BEGIN 
WRITELN 
WRITELN 
WRITELN 
WRITELN 
WRITELN 
WRITELN 
HALT; 
END; 
(OUTPUT,' 
(OUTPUT,' 
(OUTPUT.' 
(OUTPUT,' 
(OUTPUT,' 
(OUTPUT,' 
NO OF STAGES= ',DUM1); 
NO OF FUNCTION EVALUATION 
FINAL VALUE OF FUNCTION 
X ( 1 ) ' , OUM4 : 16 : 8 ) ; 
X(2) ',OUM5:16:8); 
X(3) ',DUM6:16:8); 
FUNCTION OBJECT (KCC,TAUII,TAUDD:REAL):REAL; 
VAR I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
EPAST := 0.0; ERINT := 0.0; ABSIE := 0.0; 
TIME : = 0.0; 
FOR I:= 1 TO S 00 DT(.I.) ·= 0.0; 
= ',DUM2); 
' . DUM3 : 16 : 8 ) ; 
G := S; Q := 1; C := 0.0; X2 := 0.0; X3 := 0.0; X4 ·= 0.0; 
WHILE .TIME < TT DO 
BEGIN 
C := KMM*X3; 
ER := R - C; 
VA := KCC~(ER + ERINT/TAUII + (ER - EPAST)*TAUDD/DELTA); 
VV := VA; 
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0076 
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0078 
0079 
0080 
0081 
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0085 
0086 
0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
0095 
0096 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
0109 
0110 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 
0120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0137 
0138 
0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
0147 
0148 
0149 
IF VA <= -6.0 THEN VA := -6.0; 
IF VA >= 6.0 THEN VA := 6.0; 
X1 := XA + VA*KV; 
X4DDT ·= (XB - X4)/TAU2; 
X2DOT := (X1 - X2)/TAU1; 
TIME := TIME + DELTA; 
IF (VV < 6.1) AND (VV > -6. 1) THEN 
ERINT . ERINT + ER~DELTA; 
ABSIE := ABSIE + ABS(ER*DELTA); 
EPAST :" ER; 
X2 := X2 + X2DOT*DELTA; 
DT(.G.):=X2; 
X4 := X4 + X400T*DELTA; 
X3 := DT(.Q.) + X4; 
G := G + 1; Q := Q + 1; 
IF G > S THEN G := 1; 
IF Q > S THEN Q := 1; 
END; 
OBuECT := ABSIE; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' ABSIE = ',ABSIE,' VA=',VA:10:5); 
END; 
BEGIN 
DATA; 
PARM( .1.):=KC; 
PARM(.2.):=TAUI; 
PARM( .3.):=TAUD; 
EPS ( . 1 . ) : =0. 1 ; 
EPS(.2.):=0.02; 
EPS(.3. ):=0.005; 
S := ROUND(THE!AD /DELTA)+ 1; 
KAT: =1: 
FOR I:=1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
FOR u:=1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
V( . I, u. ) : =0. 0: 
IF I=u THEN 
V(.I,u.):=1.0; 
END; 
END: 
SUMN:=OBuECT(PARM( .1.),PARM(.2.),PARM( .3.)); 
SUMO:=SUMN; 
KK1:=1: 
IF NSTEP <> 1 THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR I:=1 TO KM DO 
E ( . I . ) : =EPS ( . I . ) : 
END; 
10: FOR I:=1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
FBEST:=SUMN; 
Au(.I.):=2.0: 
IF NSTEP=1 THEN 
E(.I.):=EPS(.I.); 
D( . I. ) : =0. 0: 
END; 
II I: =0: 
20 III:=III + 1; 
30 I:=1; 
40 FOR u:=1 TO KM DO 
PARM(.u.):=PARM(.u.) + E(.I.)*V(.I,u.); 
SUMN:=OBuECT(PARM(.1.),,PARM(.2.),PARM( .3.)); 
KAT:=KAT + 1; 
SUMDIF:•FBEST - SUMN; 
IF (ABS(SUMDIF) - EPSY) <= 0.0 THEN 
PRINT (KK1,KAT,SUMO,PARM(.1.),PARM(.2.),PARM(.3.)); 
IF (KAT - MAXK) >= 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' MAXK EXCEEDED'); 
PRINT (KK1,KAT,SUMO,PARM(. 1.),PARM(.2.),PARM(.3.)); 
END; 
IF (SUMN - SUMO) > 0.0 THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR u:=1 TO KM DO 
PARM(.u.):=PARM(.u.)- E(.I.)*V(.I,u.); 
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0224 
E(. I.): =-BETA*E(. I.); 
IF (Au(.!.)- 1.5) < 0.0 THEN Au(.I.):=O.O; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
D(.I.):=D(.I.) + E(.I.); 
E(. I.): =ALPHA*E(. I.); 
SUMO : = SUMN; 
IF (Au(.!.) -1.5) > 0.0 THEN Au(.I.):=1.0; 
END; 
FOR u:=1 TO KM DO 
IF (Au(.u.)- 0.5) > 0.0 THEN 
BEGlN 
IF (I - KM) <> 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
I:= I + 1; 
GOTO 40; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
FOR K:=1 TO KM DO 
IF (AJ( .K.) - 2.0) < 0.0 THEN GOTO 30; 
IF (III - MCYC) < 0 THEN GOTd 20 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' MCYC EXCEEDED'); 
PRINT (KK1,KAT,SUMO,PARM( .1.),PARM( .2.),PARM( .3.)); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
FOR I:=1 TO KM DO 
FOR J:=1 TO KM DO 
AL(.I,u.):=O.O; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' STAGE NO. = ',KK1:3); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' FUNCTION ',SUM0:16:8); 
FOR 1:=1 TO KM DO 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' X(',l,') = ',PARM(.l.):16:8); 
FOR I:=1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
KL:=I; 
FOR J:=1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
FOR K:=KL TO KM DO 
AL(.I,u.):=D(.K.)*V(.K,u.) + AL(.I,J.); 
BL ( . I, u. ) : =AL ( . I, u. ) ; 
END; 
END; 
BLEN(.1. ):=0.0; 
FOR K:=1 TO KM DO 
BLEN( . 1 . ) : =BLEN( . 1 . ) + BL ( . 1, K. ) *BL ( . 1, K. ) ; 
BLEN(. 1.): =SQRT(BLEN(. 1.)); 
FOR J:=1 TO KM DO 
V(.1,u.):=BL(.1,u.) / BLEN(.1.); 
FOR I:=2 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
II:=I- 1; 
FOR J:= 1 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
SUMAVV:=O.O; 
FOR K:=1 TO II DO 
BEGIN 
SUMAV : =0. 0; 
FOR L:=1 TO KM DO 
SUMAV:=SUMAV + AL(.I,L.)*V( .K,L.); 
SUMAVV:=SUMAV*V(.K,u.) + SUMAVV; 
END; 
BL(.I,u.):=AL(.I,u.)- SUMAVV; 
END; 
END; 
FOR I:=2 TO KM DO 
BEGIN 
BLEN(.I.):=O.O; 
FOR u:=1 TO KM DO 
BLEN( .I. ):=BLEN(.I.) + BL(.I,u.)*BL( .I,u.); 
BLEN(. I.): =SQRT(BLEN(. I.)); 
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0225 
-0226 
0227 
0228 
0229 
0230 
0231 
0232 
0233 
0234 
0235 
0236 
0237 
END. 
1 .. 
FOR K:=f TO KM 00 
V(. I ,K.): =BL(. I ,K.) I BLEN(. I.); 
END; 
KK f : =KK 1 + f ; 
IF (KK1 - MKAT) < 0 THEN GOTO 10; 
//GO.SYSIN DO * 
2.15249 1.13895 0.48200 
0.0 0.0 10.0 
0.005 18.582 1.0 
1.0 7.0 
I* 
80 
APPENDIX B 
CURVE FITTING PROGRAM 
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CARD 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059. 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 
11U11217A JOB (?????,XXX-XX-XXXX), 'SIRIPOL',TIME=(0,5),CLASS=A, 
II MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=U11217A 
I* PASSWORD 7 
l*vOBPARM ROOM=X 
II EXEC PASCAL,REGION=512K 
IIPASC.SYSIN DO * 
PROGRAM SIMP (INPUT,OUTPUT); 
CONST M 5; ( * 
NVP!> 6: ( * 
N 6"; ( * 
MNP 200; ( * 
ALPHA 1.0; ( * 
BETA 0.5; (* 
GAMMA 2 . 0; ( * 
LW 4; (* 
ROOT2 1.414214; 
NUMBER OF PARAMETERS TO FIT *) 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VARS. P·ER OJITA POINT q 
M+1 DIMENSION "") 
MAX. NUMBER OF DATA POINT *) 
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT •) 
CONTRACTION COEFFICIENT ~) 
EXPANSION COEFFICIENT *) 
WIDTH OF LINE IN DATA FIELDS+ 1 ~) 
TYPE VECTOR ARRAY(.1 .. N.) OF REAL; 
DATAROW ARRAY(. 1 .. NVPP.) OF REAL; 
INDEX O .. 255; 
VAR DONE BOOLEAN; (*CONVERGENCE*) 
I,J INDEX; 
H,L ARRAY(. 1 .. N.) OF INDEX; 
NP, 
MAX ITER, 
NITER 
NEXT, 
CENTER, 
: INTEGER; 
(*MAX. NUMBER OF ITERATION*) 
(*NUMBER OF ITERATION~) 
(*NEW VERTEX TO BE TESTED*) 
(*CENTER OF HYPERPLANE*) 
MEAN, ERROR, 
MAXERR, 
P,Q, 
STEP 
SIMP 
DATA 
FUNCTION F (X 
BEGIN 
(*MAX. ERROR ACCEPTED*) 
(*TO COMPUTE FIRST SIMPLEX*) 
: VECTOR; (*INPUT STARING STEP*) 
: ARRAY(.1 .. N.) OF VECTOR; (*THE SIMPLEX*) 
: ARRAY(. 1 .. MNP.) OF DATARDW; (*THE DATA*) 
VECTOR; D : DATAROW) : REAL; 
F: =X ( . 1 . ) -EXP (-X ( . 2. ) *D ( . 1 . )) * 
(X(.3.)*COS(X(.4.)*0(.1.)) + X(.5.)*SIN(X(.4.)*0(.1.))); 
END; 
PROCEDURE SUM OF RESIDUALS (VAR X : VECTOR); 
VAR I : INDEX; -
BEGIN 
X(.N.) := 0.0; 
FOR I : = 1 TO 18 DO 
BEGIN 
X( .N.): =X( .N. )+SQR(F(X ,DATA(. I.)) - DATA(. I ,3.)) 
END 
END; 
PROCEDURE ENTER; 
VAR I,J,NP:INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' TO FIND KCKL CASE OF PID,TT=18.582,THETAD=1.0'); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' MODEL IS KCKL=A-EXP(-BX)*(C*COS(DX)+E*SIN(DX))'); 
READ (INPUT,MAXITER); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' MAX NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IS := ',MAXITER:5); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' START COORD.:'); 
FOR I := 1 TO M DO 
BEGIN 
READ (INPUT,SIMP(. 1,I. )); 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,SIMP( .1,I.)); 
END·; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,' START STEPS: '); 
FOR I := 1 TOM DO 
BEGIN 
READ (INPUT,STEP( .I.)); 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,STEP( .I.)) 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,' MAX. ERRORS:'); 
FOR I := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
READ (INPUT,MAXERP.( .I.)); 
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0101 
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0123 
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0146 
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0148 
0149 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,MAXERR( .I.)) 
ENO; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' DATA:'); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' X': 14, 'KCKL': 14); 
FOR NP:=1 TO 18 DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE (OUTPUT,' #',Nr:3); 
FOR J := 1 TO NVPP DO 
BEGIN . 
READ (INPUT.DATA( .NP,J. )); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,DATA( .NP,J )); 
END; . 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
END 
END; 
PROCEDURE REPORT; 
VAR KCKL,DKCKL, 
SIGMA REAL; 
I,J INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' PROGRAM EXITED AFTER' ,NITER:5, 'ITERATIONS'); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' THE FINAL SIMPLEX IS'); 
FOR J := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
FOR I := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,SIMP( .J,I. ): 10) 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' THE MEAN IS'); 
FOR I := 1 TO N DO 
BEGIN 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,MEAN( .I.)) 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' THE ESTIMATED FRACTIONAL ERROR IS '); 
FOR I := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
IF (I MOO LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,ERROR( .I.)); 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' #':4,'X':10,'KCKL':15,'KCKL"':15,'DKCKL':15); 
SIGMA := 0.0; 
FOR I : = 1 TO 18 DO 
BEGIN 
KCKL := F(MEAN,DATA( .I.)); 
DKCKL :=DATA( .I,3.) - KCKL; 
SIGMA := SIGMA + SQR(DKCKL); 
WRITELN (I:4,DATA( .I.1.):15,DATA(.I,3. ):15,KCKL:15,DKCKL:15); 
END; 
SIGMA := SQRT(SIGMA I 18); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' THE STANDARD DEVIATION IS',SIGMA); 
SIGMA :=SIGMA I SQRT(18- M); 
WRITE (OUTPUT,' THE ESTIMATED ERROR OF THE'); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' FUNCTION IS',SIGMA); 
END; 
PROCEDURE FIRST; 
VAR I, J: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,' STARTING SIMPLEX'); 
FOR J := 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
WRITE (OUTPUT,' SIMP(' ,J:1, ')'); 
FOR I := 1 TO N DO 
BEGIN 
IF (I MOD LW) = 0 THEN WRITELN (OUTPUT); 
WRITELN (OUTPUT,SIMP( .J,I.)) 
END; 
WRITELN (OUTPUT) 
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END; 
WR.ITELN (OUTPUT) 
END; 
PROCEDURE NEW VERTEX; 
VAR I : INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
FOR I :: 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
SIMP(.H(.N.),I.) ·=NEXT(.!.); 
END; 
END; 
PROCEDURE ORDER; ~- J 
VAR I,u INDEX; ~ 
BEGIN 
FOR J:: 1 TO N DO 
BEGIN 
FOR I :: 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
IF SIMP ( . I , u . ) < SIMP ( . L ( . u . ) , u. ) THEN L ( . J . ) · : I ; 
IF SIMP(.I.J.) > SIMP(.H(.J.),J.) THEN H(.U.) ·=I: 
END 
END 
END; 
BEGIN 
ENTER; 
SUM OF RESIDUALS(SIMP(. 1. )); 
FOR-I 7: 1 TO M DO 
BEGIN 
P(.I.) ::STEP(.!.) * (SQRT(N) + M- 1) I (M * ROOT2); 
Q ( , I . ) : : STEP ( . I . ) "' ( SORT ( N) - 1 ) I ( M * ROOT 2 ) 
END; 
FOR I :: 2 TO N DO 
BEGIN 
FOR u :: 1 TOM DO SIMP(.I,u.) :: SIMP(.1,J.) + Q(.J.); 
SIMP(.I,(I-1).) ::SIMP(. 1,(1-1).) + P(.(l-1). ); 
SUM OF RESIDUALS(SIMP( .I.)) 
END;- -
FOR I :: 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
L(. I.) · = 1: H(. I.) · = 
END; 
ORDER; 
FIRST; 
NITER :: 0; 
REPEAT 
DONE :: TRUE; 
NITER :: SUCC(NITER); 
FOR I :: 1 TON DO CENTER(.!.) ·: 0.0; 
FOR I :: 1 TON DO 
IF I<> H( .N.) THEN 
FOR u :: 1 TOM DO 
CENTER(.J.) ::CENTER( .u.) + SIMP(.I,u.); 
FOR I :: 1 TON DO 
BEGIN 
CENTER(.!.) ::CENTER(.!.) I M; 
NEXT( .I.) :: (1.0 + ALPHA)*CENTER(.I.)- ALPHA*SIMP(.H(.N.),I.) 
END; 
SUM OF RESIDUALS(NEXT); 
IF NEXT( .N.) <:SIMP( .L(.N. ),N.) THEN 
BEGIN 
NEW VERTEX; 
FOR I :: 1 TO M 00 
NEXT( .I.) :: GAMMA*SIMP(.H( .N. ),I.)+ (1.0- GAMMA)*CENTER( .I.); 
SUM OF RESIDUALS(NEXT); 
IF NEXT(~N.) <:SIMP( .L( .N. ),N.) THEN NEW_VERTEX 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
IF NEXT( .N.) <:SIMP( .H(.N.),N.) THEN NEW_VERTEX 
0219 ELSE 
0220 BEGIN 
0221 FOR I :: 1 TO M DO 
0222 NEXT(.!.):= BETA*SIMP(.H(.N.).I.) + (1.0- BETA)~CENTER(.I ); 
0223 SUM OF RESIDUALS(NEXT); 
0224 IF NEXT(~N.) <=SIMP( .H( .N. ),N.) THEN NEW_VERTEX 
84 
-0225 ELSE 
0226 BEGIN 
0227 FOR I := 1 TON DO 
0228 BEGIN 
0229 FOR J := 1 TOM 00 
0230 SIMP(.I.J.) := (SIMP(.I,J.) + SIMP(.L(.N.),J.))*BETA; 
0231 SUM OF RESIOUALS(SIMP( .I.)) 
0232 END - -
0233 END 
0234 END 
0235 END; 
0236 ORDER; 
0237 FOR J := 1 TO N DO 
0238 BEGIN 
0239 ERROR(.J.) := (SIMP(.H(.J.),J.)- SIMP(.L(.J.),J.)) I 
0240 SIMP ( . H ( . J. ) , J. ) : 
0241 IF DONE THEN 
0242 IF ERROR ( .J.) > MAXERR( .J.) THEN 
0243 DONE := FALSE 
0244 END 
0245 UNTIL (DONE OR (NITER = MAXITER)); 
0246 FOR I := 1 TO N 00 
0247 BEGIN 
0248 MEAN(.!.) := 0.0; 
0249 FOR J := 1 TON DO 
0250 MEAN( .I.) :=MEAN( .I.)+ SIMP( .J,I. ): 
0251 MEAN(.!.):= MEAN(.!.) IN 
0252 END; 
0253 REPORT; 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 
0258 
0259 
0260 
0261 
0262 
0263 
0264 
0265 
0266 
0267 
0268 
0269 
0270 
0271 
0272 
0273 
0274 
0275 
0276 
0277 
0278 
0279 
END. 
/"" f/ GO. SYSIN OD * 100000 
0.10.20.1 0.2 0.1 
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 
1E-6 1E-6 1E-6 1E-6 
0.05 1.0 1. 09045735 
0. 10 1.0 1.09491163 
0.301.0 1.17685113 
0.50 1 .0 1.28375105 
0. 70 1 .0 1.36190855 
1.00 1.0 1.44784678 
1. 50 1 .0 1.53778282 
2.00 1.0 1.59013203 
2. 50 1 .o 1.61987303 
3.00 1.0 1.63306075 
3. 50 1 .0 1.63699425 
4.00 1 . 0 1 . 63353460 
4.50 1.0 1.62721177 
5.00 1.0 1.61680140 
5.50 1.0 1.60895981 
6.00 1.0 1.602C4144 
6.50 1 .0 1.59628453 
7.00 1.0 1.58944625 
/* 
1E-6 1E-6 
0.73412517 0.36202755 
0.73176159 0.36060511 
0.74044594 0.37875813 
0.80014963 0.39567915 
0.84495412 0.40962450 
o. 91146500 0.41434703 
1 .03390894 0.42546319 
1. 17773911 0.45314590 
1.30816817 0.49064089 
1.42468300 0.52184435 
1. 52347841 0.54867154 
1.60599596 0.57261322 
1.67537818 0.59350053 
1.73717202 0 61013216 
1.78854622 0.62224623 
1.83384024 0.63290617 
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APPENDIX C 
SAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
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Figure 35. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1, r = 0.4 
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Figure 36. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.1, r = 0.4 
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Figure 37. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/T1 =.0.1, T2/T1 = 0.1 
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Figure 38. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1, T2/T1 = 0.1 
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Figure 39. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, 8d/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 0.3 
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Figure 40. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 0. 1, T2/T1 = 0.3 
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Figure 41. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0.1, , 2/,1 = 0.5 
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Figure 42. Valve Signal, PI Controller, Bd/Tl = 0. 1, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 43. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0. 1, , 2J,1 = 1.0 
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Figure 45. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 46. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 47. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0. 1, , 2J,1 = 4.0 
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Figure 48. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T 1 = 4.0 
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Figure 49. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.1, , 2;,1 = 7.0 
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Figure 51. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0.5, r = 0.4 
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Figure 53. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0.5, , 2J,1 = 0.1 
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Figure 54. Valve Signal, PI Controller, sd;,1 = 0.5, , 2;,1 = 0.1 
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Figure 55. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 0.3 
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Figure 57. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 58. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.5, , 2;,1 = 0.5 
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Figure 59. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.5, , 2;,1 = 1.0 
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Figure 61. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.5, , 2;,1 = 2.0 
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Figure 62. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 63. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 0.5, , 2;,1 = 4.0 
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Figure 64. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/'l = 0.5, •2/•1 = 4.0 
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Figure 65. Concentration Variables, ed/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 7.0 
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Figure 67. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/Tl = 1.0,. 
r = 0.4 
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Figure 69. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, 8d/T1 = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 0.1 
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Figure 70. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, T2/T1 = 0.1 
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Figure 71. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;T1 = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 0. 3 
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Figure 73. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, 
T 2/T l = 0. 5 
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Figure 74. Valve Signal, PI Controller, Sd/T1 = 1.0, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figu~e 75. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, Bd/Tl = 1.0, 
T2/T1 = 1.0 
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Figure 76. Valve Signal, PI Controller, Sd/'l = 1.0, , 2;,1 = 1.0 
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Figure 77. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 2. 0 
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Figure 78. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 1.0, , 2;,1 = 2.0 
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Figure 79. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, 8d/Tl = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 4. 0 
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Figure 80. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed;,1 = 1.0, , 2;,1 = 4.0 
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Figure 81. Concentration Variables, PI Controller, ed;T1 = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 7. 0 
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Figure 82. Valve Signal, PI Controller, ed/'l = 1.0, , 2;,1 = 7.0 
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Figure 83. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed;T1 = 0.1, T2;T1 = 0.05 
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Figure 84. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1, T2/T1 = 0.05 
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Figure 85. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ad/•1 = 0.1, •21.1 = 0.1 
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Figure 87. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 0.3 
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Figure 89. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 90. Valve Signal, PID Controller, &d/•1 = 0.1, •2/•1 = 0.5 
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Figure 91. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/•1 = 0.1, •2/•1 = 1.0 
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Figure 93. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 95. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1, T2/T1 = 4.0 
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Figure 96. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.1, T2/T1 = 4.0 
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Figure 97. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.1,· T2;.1 = 7.0 
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Figure 98. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.~, T2/T1 = 7.0 
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Figure 99. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed;.1 = 0.5, •2;.1 = 0.05 
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Figure 101. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 0.1 
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Figure 103. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.5, T2/T1 = 0.3 
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Figure 105. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, 6d/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 107. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, 6d/T1 = 0.5, T2/T1 = 1.0 
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Figure 109. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, sd;.1 = 0.5, •2;.1 = 2.0 
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Figure 110. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.5, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 111. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.5, T2/T1 = 4.0 
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Figure 112. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 0.5, T2/T1 = 4.0 
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Figure 113. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/•1 = 0.5, •2,.1 = 7.0 
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Figure 115. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 1.0, 
T 2/T1 = 0.05 
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Figure 117. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed;.1 = 1.0, 
T 2/Tl = 0.1 
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Figure 119. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, 8d/T1 = 1.0, 
T2/Tl = 0.3 
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Figure 121. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, 8d/T1 = 1.0, 
T2/Tl = 0.5 
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Figure 122. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 1.0, T2/T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 123. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 1.0, 
T2/Tl = 1.0 
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Figure 125. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, 
T2/Tl = 2.0 
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Figure 126. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/Tl = 1.0, T2/T1 = 2.0 
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Figure 127. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, 
T2/Tl = 4.0 
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Figure 128. Valve Signal, PID Controller, ed/T1 = 1.0, T2/T1 = 4.0 
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Figure 129. Concentration Variables, PID Controller, Bd/Tl = 1.0, 
T 2/T l = 7. 0 
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Figure 131. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, 
ei'l = 0.05 
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Figure 132. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, 
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Figure 134. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, 
8d/'l = 0.3 
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Figure 135. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, ed/Tl = 0.4 
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Figure 136. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, 8d/'l = 0.5 
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Figure 137. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Rovira Method, ed/Tl = 1.0 
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Figure 138. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/Tl = 0.05 
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Figure 139. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/Tl = 0.075 
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Figure 140. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/lopez Method, ed/Tl = 0.2 
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Figure 141. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, Bd/'l = 0.3 
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Figure 142. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, Bd/Tl = 0.4 
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Figure 143. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed;T1 = 0.5 
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Figure 144. PI Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed;,1 = 1.0 
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Figure 145. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, 
8d/tl = 0. 05 
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Figure 147. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/lopez Method, ed/Tl = 0.1 
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Figure 149. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/<1 = 0.2 
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Figure 150. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, 8d/Tl = 0.3 
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Figure 151. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez t~ethod, ei'l = 0.4 
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Figure 152. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/Tl = 0.5 
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Figure 153. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/T1 = 0.75 
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Figure 154. PID Controller, IAE Ratio: Present Method/Lopez Method, ed/Tl = 1.0 
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